Teaching in your own hands
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Kahl-One Film Productions is a growing film production house based in New York City, founded by Kahleem Poole-Tejada. The conference speech's theme will address the challenges of finding one's career calling late in life. This will include utilizing experiences in different artistic mediums to fuel a career in image making through self-tutelage, as well as harsh “life” experiences to as an inspiration to strive for more; in an effort to realize one's potential.

Biography

Kahleem Poole-Tejada is a Cinematographer, originating from the Bronx, New York area. He began his career in the art field at young age with comic book illustration, and then ventured on to game design/development with several large companies such as Rockstar Games and THQ, until finally studying photography. Today he uses the “art of painting with light” within several music videos, fashion promos, narrative films, documentaries and commercials.

kahleem@gmail.com